In this paper, a comparative analysis of the correlation-extreme method, the method of contour analysis and the method of stochastic gradient identification in the objects identification for a binary image is carried out. The results are obtained for a situation where possible deformations of an identified object with respect to a pattern can be reduced to a similarity model, that is, the pattern and the object may differ in scale, orientation angle, shift along the base axes, and additive noise. The identification of an object is understood as the recognition of its image with an estimate of the strain parameters relative to the template.
Introduction
The problem of pattern recognition, both for images and for video sequences, occurs in a variety of areas: from military affairs and security systems to the digitisation of analog signals. Automation of the solution of this problem is still a complex problem both from the theoretical and technical point of view [1 -3] . In this case, the recognition of images can be considered as a reference on the basis of the original data of the object in the image to a certain class (group of classes) by comparing the distinguished essential characteristics that characterise a given class. The main problem in this case is to establish a correspondence between the object selected on the image and the given template based on the ratio of the final set of certain properties and characteristics. There are the following main approaches in pattern recognition:
-recognition of a set of predefined objects or classes of objects in the image; -object detection, consisting in checking the image or its part for compliance with certain conditions; -identification of the object on the image with an estimation of its parameters and decision making.
It is shown in [4] that the problem of identifying images of objects with a template can be reduced to the search for a spatial transformation, which minimises the distance between the target image and the template in a given metric space.
This work performs a comparative analysis of correlation-extreme (CEM) [5, 6] method, contour analysis method (CAM) [7] , and stochastic gradient identification algorithm (SGI) [8, 9] in conditions of similarity model [10] deformation between referenced and target objects, i.e. they can differ by translation ( )
base axis Ox and Oy, rotation φ and scale κ in addition to additive noise. CAM and SGI work directly with the image of objects or geometrical signs of objects on the image (contours). CEM works in both spatial and frequency domains.
Comparison of the selected methods is based on computational complexity and the probability of false identification of the object.
Computational complexity
Let us estimate the computational complexity as the number of elementary mathematical and logical operations of the implementations of the methods analyzed.
Correlation-extreme method
The idea of the CEA can be reduced to a computation of the normalized correlation function of the sought image and the pattern image for all specified possible conversion parameters [6] . If there is a similar fragment in the initial image, the maximum of the correlation function arises from this part. The basic stages of the CEA are computation of the correlation coefficient for all possible positions of the object (with all patterns), discovery of the maximal coefficient, and its comparison with the threshold, ensuring the specified probability of correct identification. The computational complexity of the CEA depends on the definition region of possible parameter values and, when the size of the pattern image is w×l elements, it approximates to:
where:
templates for the defined parameters h , κ and φ respectively; φ max(min) and κ max(min) -maximal (minimal) rotation angle and scale factor; Δκ, Δφ and Δh -increment of corresponding parameter change; W×L -the size of the studied image. If the orientation of the object is not limited, we obtain:
Some decrease in the computational burden allows a transition to the frequency region in some cases. The transition is carried out in accordance with the discrete Fourier transform. The fast Fourier transform with a computational complexity of WL log (WL) ensures a higher speed of operation. The study of the amplitudefrequency characteristics of pattern images allows one to virtually exclude the computational burden related to finding the parameters of shift h . Thus, the computational complexity of the CEA in the frequency region is:
Contour analysis method
The CAM allows one to recognize objects, represented by their external outlines, i.e., contours. To extract information on the shape of the object, the contour is specified as a closed-vector contour [7] . The length of the contour (the number of its components' elementary vectors), encoded with a two-dimensional code, is normalized. Then, a normalized correlation function of the obtained contour vector and the vector formed from the pattern by cyclically shifting its elementary vectors (specifying the mutual shift of the contours), is calculated. The excess of the correlation function module over the preset threshold corresponds to the identification of the object. The main stages of the CAM assuming the use of the Canny approach to the edge detection of objects [11] , in which the Gaussian filters and the fast Fourier transform [10] are applied for noise suppression, and the Sobel operator [12] [6] . In the identification problem, the coefficient of interframe correlation coefficient (CC) is often selected as Q [14] .
The working range of the estimated parameters (where the estimates do not overstep the limits of the required confidence interval and when the number of iterations is specified) of the SGI algorithm is limited. If it does not cover the parameter definition region, several patterns must be specified with different initial approximations of parameters to ensure coverage. To increase the speed of estimate convergence α and to expand the working range of the SGI algorithm, it is expedient to apply low-frequency, e.g. Gaussian, filtering to binary images. As already stated, for this purpose, approximately 2WLlog(WL) elementary operations are required. The computational complexity of the SGI algorithm is considered in [15] and when mean squared error (MSE) is chosen as Q it is ranges from (22μ + 25)T to (52μ + 20)T elementary operations, and for CC -between (51μ + 91)T and (69μ + 48)T elementary operations, where μ -sample size on each iteration, T -the number of iterations.
Hence, computational complexity of SGI with MSE in averege can be found as follows:
for CC: Figure 1а shows the dependences of the computational complexity of the studied methods on the image size W = L with a constant object size of w = l = 128 elements. The curve 1 corresponds to the CEA in the spatial region at κ max = 1.4, κ min = 0.6, Δh = 2, Δκ = 0.2, Δφ = 0.2; curve 2 -CEA in the frequency region at the same parameter values; curve 3 -CAM with = 50; curves 4 and 5 -SGI with μ = 20, T = 2000 and MSE or CC as Q respectively (similar notations for the curves were used in the remaining figures). One can see that if the image contains below 5⋅10 5 pixels, the CAM has a lower computational complexity. The computational complexity of the CEA in the spatial region is higher by about two orders of magnitude and in an approximately quadratic relation to the image size which is weakly expressed in the figure. The computational complexity of the CEA in the frequency region substantially depends on image size. When W ≈ 500 it is lower by an order of magnitude than for the spatial region and, when W ≈ 3500 it is higher by an order of magnitude. Figure 1b shows the dependences of computational complexity on the object size w = l at a constant image size W = L = 1024 and with the same methodical characteristics. One can see that the computational complexity of CAM, SGI, and CEA depends weakly on object size in the frequency region, and that for the CEA it is approximately quadratic in the spatial region. The SGI with the MSFD requires a minimum computational cost, and the CEA requires a maximum computational cost.
The experiment, performed with the use of a computer with an AMD Athlon II X2 250 processor with a 3.00-GHz frequency at W = L = 512, w = l = 256 and 200 samples, had an CEA average operation time in the spatial region of about 18 min and in the frequency region of 2 min, whereas the CAM was 0.6 s, SGI (MSE) was 0.78 s, and SGI (CC) was 0.92 s. It is necessary to note that three initial angle approximations were specified for the SGI algorithm, since the working range of the method with the iteration number used is about ± 60 °. A calculation of computational complexity for the same values gave 2. Probability of false identification The probability of false identification P er was determined experimentally. In this case, the influence of additive noise was studied in the range of signal/noise ratio (q) for dispersions of 1-10 and mismatch of location of initial and pattern objects, which is critical for SGI. The dependences of P er on the signal / noise ratio are given in figure 2a . The CEA showed the best noise immunity in the spatial region due to its large sample volume. Here the erroneous identification is basically caused by a sufficiently large identification parameter step between the patterns (Δh = 5, Δκ = 0.2, Δφ = 8 °), which it was difficult to decrease in the experiment due to the large computational cost. If the object sought has a high-frequency spatial spectrum, the noise immunity of the CEA in the frequency region is much worse than in the spatial region. Note that the PGIA ensures a high noise immunity, and it gave the least P er at small levels of noise (q > 8). This can be attributed to the high identification accuracy of the location parameters of the object sought. The noise immunity of the CAM is several times weaker due to errors in the detection of contours over the whole range q. Figure 2b shows the dependences of the probability of false identification on the location mismatch of the pattern and the object at q = 10. One can see that this parameter is critical only for the SGI, which has a limiting working range. Here, when the mismatch changes from 0 to 40 sample grid intervals, P er increases by factor of approximately 4, when the CC is selected as Q, and by factor of 5, when the MSE is selected as Q. 
The integral criterion "computational complexity -recognition quality"
We also compare the methods under study with the integral criterion "computational complexity -recognition quality" proposed in [16] . The numerical value of the criterion is found as the product of the computational cost and the probability of false identification: ℜ = C⋅P er , and it characterizes the degree of deviation from the ideal situation: the absence of identification errors and realtime work. Figure 3a shows the curves of the dependence of the integral criterion on the image sizes at q = 9, and in figure 3b, on the dimensions of the target object for the same signal-to-noise ratio.
An analysis of the experimental results shows that the best value of the integral criterion is SGI with objective functions MSE and CC. At the same time, the increase in noise has little effect on the behaviour of the integral criterion. Conclusion Comparative analysis of the studied identification methods of objects in an image showed that their computational burden depends in in different ways on the size of the image. With relatively small image sizes, the CAM ensures a smaller computational complexity, and, when the image sizes are large, the SGI algorithm does. The dependence of the computational complexity of the CEA on the image size is quadratic both in the spatial and frequency regions and approximately two orders of magnitude higher. The computational complexity of the CAM, SGI, and CEA depends weakly on the object size in the frequency region, and for the CEA, it is quadratic in the spatial region. The SGI requires the least computational burden and the CEA the most.
Due to its large sample volume the CEA has the best noise immunity in the spatial region. Here erroneous identification is specified basically by the interval of change of identification parameters. The SGI also ensures the best noise immunity. However, in this method the probability of correct identification depends on the location mismatch of the sought object and the pattern. The probability of false identification using CAM in noisy conditions is several times higher due to errors in edge detection.
